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Philosophy is written in this grand book— I mean the universe—
which stands continually open to our gaze, but it cannot be understood 
unless one first learns to comprehend the language in which it is written. 
It is written in the language of mathematics, 
and its characters are triangles, circles, and other geometric figures, 
without which it is humanly impossible to understand a single word of it; 
without these, one is wandering about in a dark labyrinth 
--- Galileo Galilei, The Assayer (1623)

Motivations/Synopsis:
Study of exact geometric phases in quantum mechanics reveals: 
• fundamental geometrical structures are present in generic quantum systems 
• the rich interplay between geometrical mathematical structures [Hopf fibrations
(complex, quaternionic, and octonionic) & physical solitons (monopoles, instantons, …)] 
in generic quantum systems that is both fascinating and of pedagogical value.
• while these geometrical objects have been conjectured (but not yet detected) 
as fundamental entities in elementary particle physics, they are readily manifested 
in exact form in very simple quantum systems.



Hilbert space of N+1 dimensional system [“(N+1)-state” pure system]: 

Arbitrary 
Normalized state:

summed over (repeated) a
& b indices [denoted by 
superscripts because dzα

is naturally contravariant]

ª Parametrizes any 
(N+1) dim. system in QM 

Hilbert spaces:2-state, 3-state, 4-state, 5-state ,…  S3, S5, S7, S9, S11, …
[(odd) dimensional spheres have very special propoerties!] 



Real Hopf fibrations: SM/{+1.-1}  =  RPM

RPM = M-dimensional real projective space
e.g.  [S3 =SU(2)]/{+1, -1} = [RP3=SO(3)] 

Complex Hopf fibrations:       S2N+1/S1  = CPN

CPN = N-dimensional complex projective space
e.g. S3/ S1 = [CP1=S2]   (Dirac monopole)

Quaternionic Hopf fibrations:   S4K+3/S3  = HPK

HPk = k-dimensional quaternionic projective space
e.g. S7/ [S3=SU(2)] = [HP1=S4]   (BPST instanton)

Octonionic Hopf fibrations:  ?S8L+7/S7  = OPL? X
“OPL = L-dimensional octonionic projective space”
e.g. S15/ S7 = [0P1=S8] (True)

Hopf fibrations:

A. Trautman, 
Int. J. Theo. Phys. 16 (1977) 561-565.

Hurwitz's theorem: 
the ONLY normed division algebras are over 
R, C, H and O



Fiber bundle:

Möbius strip,  simple nontrivial example of a fiber bundle.

Fibration:
E =bundle space, F= fiber, B= base manifold, 
П= projection map.

E/F = B e.g.    S2N+1/S1  = CPN 

(complex Hopf fibration series)



identified



Exact formula of geometric factor in quantum mechanics

Substituting into Schrodinger equation, 
the equation for the overall phase.

Identify                                       , the overall phase can be solved as

Locally : S2N+1 ~ {part of CPN} X S1

In local patch U(0) 







Complex 
Hopf fibrations

Complex Hopf fibrations:  S2N+1/S1  = CPN

CPN = N-dimensional complex projective space
e.g. S3/ S1 = [CP1=S2]   (Dirac monopole)

Hopf maps:    

»Formalism is valid for both closed and open paths in CPN

»Geometrical phase (agrees numerically) with Anandan-Aharonov 
phase (total phase minus “dynamical” phase) (for closed paths)
J. Anandan and Y. Aharonov,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 65 1697 (1990)
D. N. Page, Phys. Rev. A36, 3479 (1987)
»Berry phase (Adiabatic Approximation)





Any 2-state system (N=1)

Dirac monopole



(θ,φ) =



Explicit example:

»Subspace of normalized 
states spanned by them ª S3

ada;pted from Quantum Mechanics, by Jinyan Zeng, 
Fan Yi Publishing Co., 3rd. edition, Vol. 2, pgs. 269-271.



B a

Spin J  system in rotating B field:



Time-development operator



Figures: 
1)Expectation value of J = <Y(t)|J|Y(t)>
T = 2π/w ∫ 2mπ/q (path not closed)

2)Magnetic field B



Expectation value of J =<Y(t)|J|Y(t)>
T = 2π/w = (5)2π/q (path closed)



Expectation value of J =<Y(t)|J|Y(t)>
2π/w ∫ 2mπ/q , T = 196(2π/w)  (very 
large)  path is not closed.



»Open path example/test:

»Even when (T-t) ∫ 2nπ/w or  (T-t) ∫ 2mπ/q (open path)



A is both a “monopole” and “instanton” configuration.
Self-duality of F (property unique to 4-dim. manifolds)
In fact for this example which is a 4-dim. Einstein manifold
A  ∂ Ashtekar gauge potential (self-dual spin connection) which 
is Abelian on the Kahler-Einstein manifold CP2 with Fubini-Study 
metric.

(4-dimensional base manifold)



Adiabatic Approximation and Berry Phase
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Explicit (Abelian) example: 2-state spin 1/2 system in rotating B field
(c.f.                                                                )
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T Wilczek-Zee (non-abelian)

v±(t)   <->   |E± (t)›  



Start with





Real Hopf fibrations: SM/{+1.-1}  =  RPM

RPM = M-dimensional real projective space
e.g.  [S3 =SU(2)]/{+1, -1} = [RP3=SO(3)] 

Complex Hopf fibrations:       S2N+1/S1  = CPN

CPN = N-dimensional complex projective space
e.g. S3/ S1 = [CP1=S2]   (Dirac monopole)

Quaternionic Hopf fibrations:   S4K+3/S3  = HPK

HPk = k-dimensional quaternionic projective space
e.g. S7/ [S3=SU(2)] = [HP1=S4]   (BPST instanton)

Octonionic Hopf fibrations:  ?S8L+7/S7  = OPL? X
“OPL = L-dimensional octonionic projective space”
e.g. S15/ S7 = [0P1=S8] (True)

Hopf fibrations:

A.Trautman, 
Int. J. Theo. Phys. 16 (1977) 561-565.

Hurwitz's theorem: 
the ONLY normed division algebras are over 
R, C, H and O



William Rowan Hamilton (August 4, 1805 – September 2, 1865). 

Sir William Rowan Hamilton was an Irish mathematician, physicist, and 
astronomer who made important contributions to the development of optics, 
dynamics, and algebra. He also discovered quaternions H. 
He also had basic understanding of many languages, including  the classical 
and modern European languages, and Persian, Arabic, Hindustani, Sanskrit, 
and even Marathi and Malay

Quaternion

»Quaternion_Plague_on_Broom_Bridge.jpg (250 
× 179 pixels, file size: 26 KB
»from 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Quaternion
_Plague_on_Broom_Bridge.jpg> 

Hamilton’s son: ‘ Father, have you now learned how to divide vectors ? ’



Quaternion Plaque on Broom (a.k.a. Broome, Brougham) Bridge
Photo courtesy of Profs. James M. Nester and Chiang-Mei Chen



Each quaternion <-> 2 complex nos.

Quaternionic Kahler manifold

c.f.



Complex Hopf fibrations S2N+1/S1  = CPN

Quaternionic Hopf fibrations S4K+3/S3  = HPK



c.f. Abelian case

Formula for exact non-Abelian geometric phase





BPST instanton





Pure state bipartite qubit-qubit entanglement and the BPST instanton





Summary:

Existence of Hopf fibrations S2N+1/S1 = CPN and S4K+3/S3  = HPK 

allows us 
to treat the Hilbert space of generic finite-dimensional pure quantum systems 
as 
the total bundle space with, respectively, U(1) =S1 and SU(2) =S3  fibers
and
complex projective and quaternionic projective spaces as base manifolds. 

This alternative method of describing quantum states and their evolution 
reveals the intimate and exact connection between 
generic quantum systems and fundamental geometrical objects.




